Holiday Wreath Pin
Description
The Holiday pin displays 4 c0lors for each of 12 different holidays in a circular pattern of multi colored LED lights of 16 positions assigned from a pallet of 32 different colors.  Multiple patterns are displayed for each holiday from a pallet of 40 different patterns.   The patterns are animated, not static, with each pattern capable of changing at different rates and repeating different number of times making for an almost infinite choices.
These choices are not user selectable but may be easily changed by a programmer since the color pallet, assignment of colors for a holiday and the pattern, repeat and speed for a holiday are specified in EEPROM.
The user, however, only has the ability  to select the particular a holiday they desire after they start the pin and they only need to select a holiday if the holiday differs from the last holiday used.
Physically the pin consists of two parts. The display element consists of the 16 LED lights arranged in a circle in a plastic holder with clothing pin attached and a light diffuser cover.  It connects to a separate power/controller unit through a standard stereo audio cable.  That element contains 4 AAA batteries, and on/off switch, the display processor and the holiday selection push button switch.
Holiday selection can be made by the user just after the display is turned on.  When it is connected and turned on the current holiday colors are displayed as the current holiday indicator.  The user then may either select that holiday by waiting 10 seconds for the set of patterns to begin or press the selection switch with a pencil / pen point or other small implement,  The display will cycle through the holiday options displaying the 4 colors for each holiday in turn.  To select a particular holiday the user only has to release the push button when that holidays colors are displayed.  After a short pause, the holiday patterns will begin to be displayed.
The possible holidays (in order) as currently defined are:
0 	New Years
1	Madi Gras
2	Easter
3	Spring
4	Memorial Day
5	Summer
6	July 4
7	Fall
8	Halloween
9	Christmas
10	Unused (custom)
11	Unused (custom)

Two additional "holidays" may be defined but are not implemented at present.  They may be defined for other holidays, team / school colors etc.
Pin Hardware
As previously discussed the Holiday Pin consists of two main pieces connected by a male/male stereo audio cable.  The pin component's display element is a 16 position neopixel ring available from sparkfun is contains the ws8212 addressable RGB leds in a SMT 50/50 package.  This ring is mounted in a custom plastic base that hold it securely as well a providing space to run control & power wires, mount the connector jack and attach the clothing pin.   Finally, a detachable transparent difuser lens was added to soften the LEDs and improve appearence.
The second piece provides the control signals and power to the pin.  It is a separate palstic enclosure that can be placed in a pocket or clipped to a waist band or belt.  It contains a 4 AAA cell battery holder providing 6Volts to the LED ring as well as the MPU (an Arduino Pro Mini.)  Other components in this unit include a sliding power switch, a tactile  push button to select holidays and an 3.5mm audio jack to connect to the pin.
Consideration was made to encorporating power and control into the pin element using button cells, thus eliminating the cable but the power requirements of the neopixel prohibited its use.  More robust power sources were needed.  A 9 volt battery would exceed the voltage of the neopixels and AA batteries made the control unit too large, AAA batteries and a separate enclosure were used.
Program Orgainization
The program code is divided into 3 modiles or files.   The main program performs the spplication setup including i/o pins, loading memory from EEPROM, the initial holiday selection and the holiday pattern display.  The second is a .h file named effects.h.  All the display functions reside here as well as helper functions and table definitions.   The third module is also a .h (light Control.h) file.  It handles the interface to the push button and the LED display hardware.  It provides a Hardware Abstraction Layer (HAL) that sits between the control and the display.  This layer allows changes to be made to the display hardware without making changes to any of the other code  The third module is also a .h file named 
There are 3 external libraries used first to handle the selection push button (Bounce2.h),  the low level neopixel hardware (PololuLedStrip.h) and the EEPROM interface (EEPROM.h).
Program Tables
The majority of the function of the holiday display is table driven (see layout image).  This makes changes to the display colors and patterns possible without modifying the basic program logic and code.  Using these tables the pallet of colors, assignment of colors to holidays and the patterns displayed for each holiday may easily be changed.  Adding new patterns, however, will require writing additional pattern functions to support the new pattern.
The first table (Selected Holiday) is not a table at all,  It takes up a single byte in EEPROM. location zero of EEPROM holds the last holiday selected number (0 - 11).  Whenever the user selects a new holiday to display this location is updated.  This allows the display of the last holiday without requiring selecting the desired holiday each time.  This location only needs to be loaded once for each new device to insure the value is a valid holiday.  Use the utility program LoadInitHoliday.ino for this purpose,
The Color Pallet  table contains the red, green and blue values for each of the 32 colors supported in the pallet.  For flexibility in supporting various display hardware the values in this table are expressed as percentages of maximum brightness, not absolute values.  Each color component (red,  green & blue) byte value contains a value from 0 - 99 with 0 being none and 99 the maximum brightness.  Thus each row in this table is 3 bytes wide.  There are 32 rows representing colors 0 -31 for a total table size of 96.  This table is stored in EEPROM locations 1 - 96 (Location 0 holds the previously selected holiday.)  This table is loaded into the EEPROM by a utility program named LoadCtable.ino.  Edit the ctable table in this code to change the colors in the pallet.
The Holiday / Color table is used to specify the 4 colors that are displayed for each holiday.  Each row in this table represents a single holiday, thus there are 12 rows in this table,  The row index is the holiday number.  Each row consists of 4 bytes of data each byte contains the index of the row in the color table.  The first byte in the row is the holidays color1, the second color2 etc.  This table is located in EEPROM locations 97 - 144 for a total of 48 bytes.  It is loaded using the utility program named LoadHCtable.ino.  Edit this tables hctable array to change the color(s) assigned to a holiday.
The Holiday / Pattern table is the most complex table used in the program.  It is used to assign a series of  basic display patterns to a holiday as well as the number of times each is repeated before displaying the next in the series and the rate at which each step in the pattern is changed.  Each row in this table consists of 4 bytes.  The first byte contains the holiday number (0-11).  The second byte is a index to a table of 40 (currently) display functions that implement the basic pattern.  The third contains the the repeat count. The last is the number of  50 milisecond periods (20 = 1 second)  to wait between displaying of one pattern step to the next.  While there is no limit to the number patterns that may be assigned to a holiday,  The total number of pattern options across all holidays is limited by the EEPROM space remaining between location 145 and the location 1019 ( aprox 218 ).  Since the actual length of the table depends on the number of patterns assigned to all holidays a value of 99 in the first byte of a row in this table indicated the end of table.  The table is located in EEPROM locations 145 - ? and is loaded by utility program LoadDtable.ino.  Edit the disptable array in that program to change the display for a holiday or add additional patterns for a holiday.  Note there is no need to group all the patterns for a holiday together but doing so will be better organized.
Because these tables are loaded using a program running on the Arduino.  Loading and running  any of these programs will replace the Holiday Wreath program.   The Wreath program will need to be re-loaded after you load any of the utility programs.
An additional table that does not use EEPROM is the Function Lookup table.  It is located in the effects.h module.  This table is implemented in a one dimensional array named functlist it  contains the starting addresses of the display functions (40)  that are currently defined.  If new display functions are written  their names ( addresses) need to be added to this table.  Display function all must follow a particular format:  They must not return a value (void ) and must be passed two parameters, an int (repeat) and a long (rate).  It is also suggested that you add a define for the function and assign it the next number to aid you or others in the creation of the EEPROM Holiday / Pattern table.
Program Operation
Basic initialization  tasks are performed in the setup function:   The perviously holiday is retrieved from the EEPROM then the I/O pin setup for the selection push button including debounce settings.   The next step in setup is the display of the current selected holiday colors on the pin for a couple of seconds.  A change of selection time of 10 seconds is begun and the selection button monitored.  If the user does not press the button during this period the program proceeds to display the patterns for the previously selected holiday.   If the button is pressed, the program cycles through the display of all the holidays color's pausing 1 second for each display.   When the user releases the selection push button that holiday becomes the selected holiday and replaces the current holiday in EEPROM.  
Now that the holiday is selected (by either method),  the 4 holiday color indicies are read from EEPROM and used to fetch the RGB color percent values for each color from EEPROM and converted into actual brightness values for the display hardware and stored into memory.   The last setup step transfers the pattern display information for the selected holiday from EEPROM into a table in memory.  The setup tasks are now complete.
After setup, all of the program operation is controlled in the loop function.   The code in this function is only a few lines of code inside a single loop.  This loop reads the contents of the rows in the display pattern table one at a time.  It uses the rate element of the row to calculate the actual milliseconds delay period for the display step which establishes the display rate.  It also looks up the function address based on the function index in the row.   These values are passed to the callfunct function which executes the basic display function at the function address passing it the repeat value and the delay period.  All the actual display code is contained inside the display function.  This process happens for each display pattern in turn then the loop exits and this process starts all over again.  There is a timeout implmented to conserve battery power,  This to can be customized by changing a #define value in the code.  Currently after 30 minutes the display is turned off and the program waits in a loop till it is restarted.
The various display functions control what gets displayed in the ring.  They work by calling functions in the lightControl.h module that control the hardware.  There are several functions can be used to fill the entire display with a set of color values, a group of display elements or a single pixel via an output array.  After this array is loaded pdisplay function is called to output its contents to the display hardware.  The display function pauses for the delay period allowing the display to be viewed before loading the array with the next step creating the annimation.  When all steps have been displayed the repeat is decremented and if not zero the process continues from the first step.  The display function exits when the repeat count is zero and the next function for the holiday is processed.  
The process control is therefore simplified and easily modifiable to add new display functions or reuse existing functions with variations of repeat or speed.  Of course, the exact same pattern will look different for another holiday due to the different colors associated with that holiday.
Please consult the code for the details as it is heavily commented.



